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Deep Graph Infomax (DGI)
● General approach for learning node representations within graph-structured 

data in an unsupervised manner.
● DGI relies on maximizing mutual information between nodes (or groups of 

nodes) and a high-level summary of the graph.



Unsupervised Node Representation Learning
● Key idea: train an encoder so that nodes that are “close” in the input graph are 

also “close” in the representation space.
○ Previous Works: define “close” by random walks out from a chosen node

● This Paper: node learning based on mutual information, rather than random 
walks.



Background: Contrastive Methods
● Using a scoring function, train the encoder to increase the score on positive 

examples and decrease the score on negative samples.
○ E.g. Collobert & Weston 2008, Mikolov et. al. 2013 (Word2Vec)



Graph Based Unsupervised Learning
● Given

○ Set of node features X = {x1,x2,...,xN}, where N is # of nodes, xi ∈ ℝF

○ Binary adjacency matrix, A ∈ RNxN

● Objective 
○ Learn an encoder, E such that E(X,A) = H = {h1,h2,...,hN}, hi ∈ ℝF’



Local-Global Mutual Information Maximization
● DGI attempts to find node (i.e., local, or patch) representations that capture the 

global information content of the entire graph by maximizing local mutual 
information

● This allows for discovering and preserving similarities on the patch-level—for 
example, distant nodes with similar structural roles



Local-Global Mutual Information Maximization
● Graph-level summary vectors s = R(E(X, A))

○ Readout function, R: ℝNxF → ℝF 
○ R used to summarize the obtained patch representations into a 

graph-level representation

● Discriminator D: ℝF → ℝ, such that D(hi , s) represents the probability scores 
assigned to this patch-summary pair (should be higher for patches contained 
within the summary)

○ Proxy for maximizing the local mutual information



Sampling Negative Patches for MI Maximization
● Negative samples are provided by patch representations      of an alternative 

graph,           . 
● Alternative graph is created from a corrupted original graph using corruption 

function C:
○          = C(X, A)



Maximizing MI for DGI (standard binary cross entropy)



Local-Global Mutual Information Maximization



Experiment 1: Transductive



Experiment 1: Transductive



Experiment 1: Transductive

(Classification Accuracy)



Experiment 2: Inductive



Experiment 2: Inductive



Experiment 2: Inductive
(F1 Scores)





Background: Mutual Information
● Measures the information that X and Y share: It measures how much knowing 

one of these variables reduces uncertainty about the other
○ E.g. if X and Y are independent, then knowing X does not give any 

information about Y and vice versa, so I(X;Y) = 0. 




